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ABSTRACT

Cameras as vehicle plate detection sensors have been widely applied; similar research to detect vehicle
plates continues to increase. This research aimed to detect vehicle license plates using ESP32CAM
and utilize photo text reading using Google Lens, which can be used online to retrieve numeric char-
acters. The method approach was to connect Wifi connectivity to the ESP32CAM, which had been
programmed to detect vehicle plates. Vehicle plates that have been detected and recognized were in-
putted into Google Lens to capture the resulting text from the ESP32CAM camera recording. The
results of this study were that for 70 seconds, ten plate samples were obtained, which were 100%
perfect in reading license plates on Google Lens, namely six plates and two plates read 90%, one plate
read 60%, and one plate read 0%. The research conclusions obtained were ten samples, six samples
with perfect readings, and one error sample because of the white plate color. Thus, the main objective
was to obtain the results of the vehicle plate detection and retrieve the text from the recording results.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Traffic violations always occur, both under the supervision and outside the supervision of the police, where these violations

lead to unwanted vehicle accidents. The police have given e-tickets to mark a violation, but traffic violators continue to increase [1].
As a marker for violating vehicles, the police need a vehicle number plate recorder to facilitate electronic ticketing. Through these
license plates, the police can give warnings to vehicle owners. The number plates we know are Indonesian number plates. The State
of Indonesia follows the format of three serial numbers. The front shows where the number is registered. The letter code behind itself
usually indicates the location of the STNK (Vehicle Number Certificate) [2, 3]. In Figure 1, one can see an example of translating
vehicle numbers. How to quickly and accurately read text from a license plate? Next, how can we use wifi to access the license plate
detector remotely? Using the ESP32 CAM as a camera, the camera detection results are converted into a Google Lens recorder to
retrieve text, one of which is researching vehicle plate detection. The only tools used in this study for recording vehicle license plate
detection were the ESP32 CAM camera and Google Lens.

Figure 1. Vehicle Plate Detection

With these problems, we need an automatic recording device that can record and read license plates, but there have been many
related studies to discuss this problem. The new problem formulation is how to get the text of the vehicle license plate online in a
short time when the ESP32CAM detects the license plate. Therefore, using the ESP32CAM camcorder, recorded results in photos
and videos can be processed as segmented images [4]. Thus this research needs to be investigated to reduce this problem. ESP32 can
detect color segmentation received through the recognition process [5]. The ESP32CAMera is equipped with wifi to store recorded
and detected data in a web browser [6]. However, the transfer speed of the ESP32CAM camera also needs to be analyzed to identify
color deficiencies in images due to slower data transfers [6, 7]. The ESP32 CAM camera aims to capture face detection, but the
ESP32 CAM is a type of camera that is very easy to use in changing programming algorithms and is combined with Open CV so
that all types of detectors can be used. So that makes this reason to use the ESP32 CAM camera. The modified detector algorithm
detects the shape of the vehicle plate. The combination of using a vehicle plate detector using ESP32 CAM and Google Lens makes
it easier to compile an algorithm to retrieve text characters that have been detected, so there is no need to add the Open CV algorithm
in taking vehicle text. In other words, using Google Lens makes it easier to use in retrieving text on vehicle plates.

Previous research on using ESP32CAM to detect vehicle plates has been tested in the research of Fahri Novaldi and colleagues.
This study describes detecting violations at road crossings using a single shot detector on ESP32 [8, 9]. Yasinta and friends’ research
also explains using image segmentation from a camera to detect vehicle plates [2]. Nur Wakhidah’s research explains the use of
cameras in determining the character of the numbers when detecting vehicle license plates so that they can determine the numbers
on the plates [10]. Research by Mohammad M. Abdellatif and friends describes similar research using ESP32CAM to detect vehicle
numbers in Saudi Arabia with Arabic numeral characteristics. The results of this research are vehicle number data stored in a
database using RPi hosting [11]. Ilham and friends’ research explained research on utilizing the ESP32CAM camera, which can
simultaneously recognize faces and vehicle numbers by storing data on a personal computer [6]. Wickramanayake and friends’
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research also describes similar research, namely using the ESP32CAM camera to detect vehicles and facial recognition of drivers at
parking entrances and exits to indicate that the parking lot has been used or is still available [12]. This study aims to detect vehicle
license plates using the ESP32CAMera and read photo text using Google Lens, so how accurately the license plates are reading using
the ESP32CAM camera recorder. The novelty of this research is that the detection results using the CAM ESP32CAMera will be sent
to Google Lens to detect the numbers on the vehicle’s license plate specifically. The difference between this research and previous
studies is the use of Google Lens. Google Lens is an image recognition technology developed by Google designed to provide relevant
information about identified objects through visual analysis based on neural networks [13]. Image processing data that has been sent
via a web browser (IOT) [14] will be stored in the database and will be fully processed on Google Lens. The IOT network makes it
easy to transfer data on processed image processing [15]. By combining the two methods, this research is expected to provide the
latest research in developing vehicle plate detection devices quickly and accurately.

2. RESEARCH METHOD
This research method uses an auto plate detection algorithm and collects motor plate detection data. The data collected through

ESP32CAM camera recording will be stored in a database via a web browser and analyzed how accurately it detects vehicle plates
using the ESp32CAM combined with Google Lens text [16]. This data can be sent using an IOT-based network [17]. Implementing
a system IOT on a stable network will provide good and accurate data reception results in storing good recording results [18]. Figure
2 shows the research flow to obtain vehicle license plate detection data.

Figure 2. Research Flow

The preparations made were setting up the ESP32CAM camera along with a series of electrical systems to produce images that
matched the camera. The design of an electrical system to make vehicle license plate reading products having a current of 5V DC is
designed using Fritzing based on the IOT System [14, 15]. Each electrical system has an electric current and resistance to optimize
the performance of the microcontroller system in processing Input and Output [19]. Figure 3 shows the ESP32CAM circuit system.
Table 1 displays the names and functions of each component that has been assembled in this tool.
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Figure 3. The Series of Components

Table 1. Vehicle Plate Research Components

Name Function
Arduino Components of Processing Data

ESP32CAM Image capture face detection and recognition
MicroSD Save of data

Table 1 shows that the Arduino and ESP32CAM functions play a role in interconnection to send commands and receive data
so that data can be stored properly through an IOT-based network resulting in a monitoring system [20]. After making all the circuits
in Figure 3, the vehicle plate detector programming process is carried out. The programming algorithm can be explained as follows:

1. Programming the C language is used to detect vehicle plates combined with Open CV on the PC.
2. Programming the C language on Arduino functions to store data that detects vehicle plates.
3. In the Open CV Programming, the data plate detection will be detected on the Google lens to retrieve the text of the vehicle

number.
Next, prepare Google Lens to read the text on the image recognition results from the ESP32CAM camera. Figure 4 is a display

on Google Lens.

Figure 4. Google Lens

After all the preparations were made, the recording test was carried out from the ESP32CAM camera following color image
recognition and processing, and the results of color image recognition and processing became data to be collected. From the processes
and methods that have been described, it can be concluded that a new algorithm is programming the C language on the ESP32CAM
to record and open data on the web browser and integrated into the OpenCV programming to detect the shape of the license plate on
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the vehicle so that the detection results can read text functions using Google Lens, reading results text can be used and stored in the
database. The number detection process has several stages, namely:

1. Measure the signal strength of the ESP32CAM against available network connectivity.
2. After performing connectivity, the ESP32 CAM provides IP and connects the IP to the PC (personal computer). The ESP32

CAM IP and Computer IP must be connected to the same wifi network.
3. After the ESP32 CAM and PC are connected, the IOT recording process is carried out on the vehicle plate.
4. The detected plate will be automatically saved on the PC.
5. The recording results will be processed on Google Lens to retrieve the text on the recording results. This process takes a long

time because sending data is long.
6. The results of text retrieval by Google Lens will be inputted into Excel. Then the vehicle number stored in Excel will be used

accordingly because the limitations of this research are only up-to-text retrieval via GoogleLens.

The research method and the method of conducting this research is a mixed method between quantitative methods and visual
data processing algorithm methods on Open CV. Where the results of visual processing are presented in the form of numbers in-
dicating the level of success in this study, according to or not in the data collection process according to the purpose of this study,
the data that has been collected goes into Google Lens. The initial test was conducted to test the speed of reading data from plate
detection to entering the IOT database. This test aimed to see how much influence the speed of data transmission has on the results of
recording color images. The reading results will be inputted into Google Lens when the image is successfully recorded. The Google
Lens reading process analyzes [21] how accurate the data reading results from the ESP32CAM recording are. The data source was
tested on the Karawang UBP campus parking lot, taking only ten detection data samples. After conducting the test, the presentation
equation for the level of accuracy can be seen in the following formula.

Detect =
Max Real Number − Undetectable Number

Full Range
× 100 (1)

From this equation, the calculation is carried out on the total numbers on the plate against the number of numbers that are not
detected, divided by the total numbers on the plate, and multiplied by 100%, which results in a presentation of clarity on the numbers
that have been detected. From testing the transfer speed and testing the reading of the vehicle license plate text, if it fails, the process
will return to ESP32 preparation to check the camera lens, wifi speed, and influence on the electrical system.

Table 2. Result of Detection

Camera detection with ESP32CAM Detection text with Google Lens Detect Number Percent to Data Base

4169 FRC 90%

4384 FRU 90%

T 3516 FO 100%
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Camera detection with ESP32CAM Detection text with Google Lens Detect Number Percent to Data Base

T 3018 HV 100%

T 2743 KF 100%

B 4384 FRO 100%

2743 60%

- 0%

T 63754SK 100%

T 2345 RP 100%
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Figure 5. Chart Percentage Comparison

From some of the limitations of this study resulted in some recent findings as well, which can be improved in further research:

1. Utilization of the C programming language and Open CV in Python can make collaboration in detecting the shape of the
vehicle plate on the Arduino board.

2. Using Google Lens, take the number characters on the vehicle license plate into visual text.
3. Consolidation in storing data from ESP32CAM to microSD using the Arduino Uno Board.
4. The disadvantages of the ESP32CAM camera lens can be improved by replacing the camera lens, which is better at detecting

and recording vehicle license plates.

The police can swiftly and easily retrieve the owner’s information from the motorized vehicle’s license plate using the license
plate detector on the vehicle. This research concludes that certain parties can continue to use it to quickly identify vehicle license
plates and gather information on offenses committed by motorcycle owners. Moreover, as a continuation of this research, the ESP32
CAM will be used to further develop the plate detection parameter function with various data transfer rates, camera lenses, and
synchronization applications. This research will be developed with this follow-up to maximize the outcomes from all facets of the
current methodologies.

3. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

Following the method applied, the first test was carried out for the IOT connectivity of the ESP32CAM camera. Cameras
paired and connected to a wifi router produce a visual transfer rate or frame rate (fps) and data transfer rate (b/s). The transfer speed
can be seen in Figure 6.

3.1. Transfer Speed Analysis

From Figure 6, it can be concluded that the test for collecting vehicle plate data is focused on motorcycle plates. The test was
carried out for 70 seconds to produce ten vehicle samples. Of the ten samples, it has a visual and data transfer speed; from the first
second to the 70th second, there is an increase in the visual transfer of 5.2 fps with a data transfer rate of 1400 b/s. In other words,
the display recognition on the ESP32CAMera must wait for 10 seconds to enable the sending and transferring of image processing
by IOT to work properly. From 0-10 seconds, the visual transfer speed is at 4.5 fps with 1100 b/s data transfer. The delay in sending
IOT data is caused by the concentration of the wifi signal on the ESP32CAM not being properly connected. After measuring how
fast the data transfer and visual transfer are, the resulting recording and detection of the motor plate, the connected motor plate will
be input to Google Lens.

Detecting Vehicle Numbers . . . (Tukino Paryono)
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Figure 6. Graph of Transfer Speed

3.2. Google Lens Text Detection Analysis
The test was carried out for 70 seconds to produce ten detected plate samples, and then the detection results were inputted into

Google Lens. Table 2 is the result of verifying the ESP32CAM recognition for input on Google Lens. Readings on Google Lens will
detect the number of motorbike plates and how accurate the reading of the plate number data is. From Table 2, it can be explained that
data is received using the ESP32CAM camera using the C language programming algorithm and OpenCV, the camera that has been
detected will auto save on the IOT Web Browser, the stored vehicle license plate photo will be inputted to Google Lens to retrieve
data in text form. From here, the test was carried out to see how accurate the ESP32CAM camera lens is in detecting vehicle plates.
During the test, ten plates or samples had 100% perfect plate reading results on Google Lens, namely six plates and two plates read
90%, one read 60%, and one read 0%. The plate reads 0% or cannot detect the numbers due to the high lighting on the white plate,
so it does not detect numbers on Google Lens. In other words, the numbers on a white plate are unreadable. However, the plate reads
90% and 60% of the data due to the position of the ESP32CAMera, which does not detect the plate accurately. The presentation
obtained from this test is to calculate the total number entered in the detection using Google Lens. The numbers received by Google
Lens will be converted into text that can be downloaded. If these numbers do not match the results recorded by the ESP32CAM
camera, the presentation will show how much was read in total. The presentation is by calculating the total number on the plate
from the ESP32CAM camera against the Google Lens text reading results and testing data on license plate readings on vehicles using
Google Lens with the aim that the detected numbers can send data to the Indonesian Traffic Police Data Base. Because each vehicle
plate has data storage in the POLANTAS Data Base according to the vehicle owner used, Figure 5 shows the presentation graph of
the test of 10 plate samples during the 70-second test.

Figure 5 shows that the T 3516 FO, T 3018 HV, T 2743 KF, B 4384 FRO, T 63754 SK, and T2345 RP plates are 100%
detection plate data. Of the ten plate samples and six were perfect. The presentation had a 60% success rate for plate detection
and went flawlessly when detected using Google Lens. The results of this study explain the level of success of previous research in
detecting vehicle plates, namely Yasinta’s research and other studies that discuss vehicle plate detection [2]. This research follows
previous research discussing color segmentation in detecting vehicle numbers. The differences and developments from this research
are expected to provide an increase in developing vehicle plate detectors. So the main finding of this research is utilizing Google Lens
to retrieve the text of the vehicle number that the ESP32CAM camera has detected. This text can store a database of vehicle numbers
that commit violations on the highway. This research appears causal in previous studies using ESP32CAM only using number and
vehicle number detectors without taking the text automatically. From this research, some limitations occur, among others:

1. The camera lens is still limited, so it becomes a CCTV detector which is still limited.
2. The accuracy of the lens is still limited, so that Google Lens detects numbers that are still not accurate.
3. The data transfer is slow when testing the ESP32CAM camera without attaching an additional antenna.

The police can swiftly and easily retrieve the owner’s information from the motorized vehicle’s license plate using the license
plate detector on the vehicle. This research concludes that certain parties can continue to use it to quickly identify vehicle license
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plates and gather information on offenses committed by motorcycle owners. Moreover, as a continuation of this research, the ESP32
CAM will be used to further develop the plate detection parameter function with various data transfer rates, camera lenses, and
synchronization applications. This research will be developed with this follow-up to maximize the outcomes from all facets of the
current methodologies.

4. CONCLUSION
The conclusion of this study is to solve problems due to traffic violations that continue to increase and must be given a ticket.

However, the ticket process cannot run effectively due to a shortage of police personnel. With this problem, a vehicle plate detector is
needed that can find the vehicle number in the ticket process. Using the ESP32CAM as a vehicle detector and using Google Lens to
determine the number of characters on the license plate are expected to provide information about the vehicle number. This finding
was found because previous studies have discussed using ESP32CAM in detecting vehicle plates but only recognizing numeric
characters through Open CV programming and not converting them into text form. An update from this research is to improve the
trial of reading vehicle license plates and combining it with a license plate detection tool using ESP32CAM, using Google Lens to
retrieve text from the results of vehicle number detection. It is expected that license plate numbers read by motorized vehicles can
send data to the required database. The results of this study are in the form of a vehicle license plate detector. When testing the data
transfer speed in the first second to 70 seconds experienced an increase in the visual transfer of 5.2 fps with a data transfer rate of 1400
b/s. In other words, display recognition on the ESP32CAMera must wait for 10 seconds so that the transmission and transfer of IOT
image processing results can run properly, resulting in 10 detected plate samples. The detection results will be input to Google Lens.
During the test, ten plates or samples using Google Lens had 100% perfect plate reading results; namely, 6 plates and two plates read
90%, one plate read 60%, and one plate read 0%. The plate reads 0% or cannot detect the numbers due to the high lighting on the
white plate, so it does not detect numbers on Google Lens. In other words, the numbers on a white plate are unreadable. However,
the plate reads 90% and 60% of the data due to the position of the ESP32CAMera, which does not detect the plate accuratelytesting
data on license plate readings on vehicles using Google Lens with the aim that the detected number can send data to the Data Base.
Suggestions for further research so that this research continues to be developed, create a database that can directly store translation
data for vehicle license plates that ESP32CAM and Google Lens have detected. Furthermore, it can improve the image quality of the
lens used by the ESP32CAM camera.
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